
Whether you need a heavily technical document written,
research carried out, or some simple but effective text to

go with a visual ad, we can help you frame the
conversation. 

But we don't just put pen to paper. We can also provide
photography, design, and artistic flare when you need it. 
If you need video edited, an infographic created, or some
exciting and interactive social media planned, contact us

and we can collaborate on your perfect project.

Contact Alisha Morrissey for more on how we can help you create high-
impact promotional materials. 

709-727-4116
alisha.morrissey@gmail.com
writewordsnl.weebly.com 



LIBRARY

Journalism:

The  Business  News  -  2011  -  2014

The  Telegram  -  2005  -  2011

The  Independent  -  2003  -  2005

I've  also  contributed  to,  written  for,  or  been  published  in;;  

Style  at  Home  Magazine

Resources  Magazine

The  Navigator  

Creative  Editing  for  Canadian  Journalists

Forward  3:  English  as  a  Second  Language  training  manual  

The  Nova  Scotia  Book  of  Everything  

In  Tune:  English  Language  and  Culture

The  Newfoundland  and  Labrador  Book  of  Everything

Write Words

For links to the above references visit writewordsnl.weebly.com



Created by National, this campaign was executed with photography, 
design, writing and event planning by the Board of Trade staff, 
including Alisha Morrissey. 
The campaign, still in effect, highlighted the contributions of the 
business community on economic growth in 
Newfoundland and Labrador.

The Boom Campaign

More details can be found at betheboom.ca

Several in-house designs were 
created by Alisha Morrissey
during the campaign.

STYLE

Design, layout

Hickman Motors' story 
was one of several told 
by Alisha Morrissey.

Features

Photos, story, and layout

CAMPAIGNS
LONG-FORM WORK



Municipal development plan directed by all major developers in St. John's
Past President's Pin recognition program
Promotion of annual conference, trade show and annual general meeting
Pinnacle Award winning campaign for provincial election
Public policy campaign on demographics and population growth
 

More

For more information contact alisha.morrissey@gmail.com

Six topics - each with two press releases, briefing notes, etc.;
Weekly columns printed in The Telegram;
Two commercials for Rogers TV written and produced in-house;
A social media outreach component;
Co-ordination of a regional mayoral debate in partnership with a third-
party

Municipal Election 2013

For more visit http://bot.nf.ca/policy-priorities.asp

The municipal election campaign resulted in significant media 
coverage for the Board of Trade, garnering 18 media appearances in
the campaign. 

Election coverage

PINNACLE AWARD WINNER

WRITING

This complex campaign included several components, mostly carried
out by Alisha Morrissey over four months.

Get informed. Get involved. video content can be viewed at;
http://youtu.be/QdcJZZxZpbo
http://youtu.be/NmqZ9h9MZg0

CAMPAIGNS
LONG-FORM WORK

Other campaign work includes;



Alisha Morrissey has written successful social media protocols
for two major organizations in St. John's and frequently
provides relevant content to many other organizations. 

SOCIAL MEDIA
Training in online tools
and/or use for marketing
Content creation and
management
Online
brand management and
engagement
Analytics evaluation



More than 40 issues of Business News Magazine - a
monthly 32-page glossy industry magazine - were
published under the direction of Alisha Morrissey; including
writing and editing articles, principle photography, and
project management. 

BUSINESS NEWS



Words and
PicturesBusiness News

alisha.morrissey@gmail.com  709-727-4116



a few other skills

Facilitation
Photography 
Training 
Focus groups
Simple design
Strategic planning
Research
Event planning and co-
ordination
Strategic partnerships
Video editing 
Media liaison services 
Communications
planning and execution
Strategic partnerships



clients and
references



When you need the right words … 

Alisha Morrissey was a high-performing, web-savvy journalist, who became an all-around policy wonk,

spending more than a decade producing quality daily news and long-term public policy projects.

Today, she's a versatile writer and editor, capable of developing an idea from several viewpoints and

carrying it through to print, web, or any other media by deadline.

With an extensive knowledge of social media tools and their value for marketing, engagement etc. she

can build you a strategy that will get you noticed.

Write Words

Call WriteWords today Alisha Morrissey 
alisha.morrissey@gmail.com

709.727.4116


